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ECB BUYS ASSETS, WARNS FRANCE 

Berenberg Macro Flash 

As expected, the ECB put flesh to the bones of the asset purchase programmes pre-announced at the September meet-

ing. However, it did not deliver a single big number and did not go beyond these announcements. That may come as a dis-

appointment to some observers. In particular, the language on purchases of sovereign bonds did not change. The door to 

more action remained wide open, but no more so than in recent months. The ECB used the statement for messages to 

other economic policy makers in the Eurozone as well. The ECB warned that several countries – in our view especially Italy 

and France – need to legislate structural reforms and that the fiscal rules give enough flexibility and need to be followed, a 

thinly veiled criticism of France’s 2015 budget draft. Finally, the design of the asset purchase programme provided encour-

agement for Greece to continue the EU assistance programme. The decisions of the ECB in overview: 

• No interest rate change: the main rate stays at 0.05%, the deposit rates at -0.20% and the marginal lending rate at 

0.30%. 

• Operational details of purchases programmes: the ECB will buy asset backed securities (ABSPP) and covered 

bonds (CBPP3), starting with the latter in mid-October. The programmes will last for at least two years. Despite several 

risk mitigation measures, the ECB is targeting a very large part of the €850bn of Eurozone securitised loans and the 

European bond market. See more details below. 

The operational details should allow a relatively large part of the market to fall within the target. With more than 

90% of ABS rated at investment grade as well as the ECB’s risk mitigation measures, the potential losses should be avoided 

or manageable. 

The ECB expects the three latest easing programmes, the ABSPP, the CBPP3 and the targeted LTROs 

(TLTROs) announced in June to have a “sizeable” impact on its balance sheet. Specifically, ECB President Draghi 

expects the balance sheet to expand back to its level of early 2012. At the start of 2012, the ECB’s balance sheet after the 

allocation of the first 3-year LTRO was at €2.7trn, €650bn larger than now. Given that banks still carry excess liquidity of 

€130bn from those LTROs, it would mean that excess liquidity would rise to nearly €800bn. We estimate that the asset 

purchases might end up at €200-300bn (see our ECB preview for details), so that would leave €500-600bn to be distributed 

in the next TLTROs. Given that the first auction yielded merely €82.6bn in September that is ambitious, but not impossible. 

The ECB President did not show any heightened sense of urgency in the press conference despite economic indica-

tors turning lower. The ECB expects its monetary stimulus and the fiscal and structural progress in the Eurozone, along 

with resilient global demand, to allow the recovery to resume in early 2015 after a period of weak growth in the second half 

of this year. The 10% depreciation in the euro exchange rate against the dollar since May is an additional boost for exporters 

and will help set inflation on a gradual upward path. Despite the latest inflation decline to only 0.3% - and more importantly 

in the core rate from 0.9% to 0.7% - in September this should bring the ECB closer to its below-but-close-to 2% target over 

time. 

The discussions about even more stimulus will not cease as long as the current economic rough patch has not bot-

tomed out and inflation is not rising. The ECB reiterated its “unanimous commitment” to deploy additional unconventional 

tools if necessary. At this stage, any significant further step would involve purchases of sovereign bonds. But since the re-

sistance to sovereign bond purchases within the ECB and from Berlin remains strong, we see the probability of US-style 

large scale sovereign bond purchases (“quantitative easing”) at 40% in early 2015. 

Draghi gave a stark warning to France to live up to the fiscal adjustment commitments it made in previous budget 

rounds. Since the ECB is involved in reviewing the budgets as part of the European semester which starts in mid-October, 

France could be headed for stiff headwinds, up to financial penalties being imposed by the EU Commission. Since these 

could only be averted by a qualified majority of the member states, France faces an uphill battle and will probably have to 

make significant concessions. If not on fiscal targets, than on structural reforms. 
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Additional operational details on the ABSPP and CBPP3: 

o The purchases of asset back securities (ABSPP) and covered bonds (CBPP3) will start in mid-October with 

covered bonds and in Q4 for ABS. 

o Purchases can take place in primary and secondary markets. 

o Purchases will last for at least 2 years, so a bit longer than the TLTRO allocations in June 2014, which end in 

June 2014. 

o The ECB will only buy simple and transparent ABS and euro denominated covered bonds. The collateral rules 

apply, meaning generally assets with investment grade rating will be purchased. According to AFME data, that 

applies to more than 90% of the €1.5trn of securitised loans outstanding in Europe. 

o Issuer and 95% of underlying need to be euro area based and euro denominated. That excludes roughly a third 

of the European market for securitised loans, as the UK as the biggest market. 

o The ECB will also purchase guaranteed mezzanine tranches. Further details will be communicated later. 

o Fully retained ABS can be purchased as well, but only if other market investors participate. 

o The ECB can buy up to 70% of an issuance. 

o The ECB will also buy Greek and Cypriot assets even though their credit ratings are capped by the junk rating 

of their sovereigns. However, the ECB has imposed some risk mitigation measures and, importantly, will only 

buy assets there if the government remains in an EU assistance programme. That is a clear incentive for 

Greece to not leave the rescue arrangements as the government currently intends and investors seem to fear. 
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